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Forward-Looking Information
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Disclaimers and Cautionary Statements: The information contained in this presentation is provided by Commerce Resource Corp. (“Commerce”) for informational purposes only and
does not constitute an offer to issue or arrange to issue, or the solicitation of an offer to issue, securities of Commerce or other financial products. The information contained herein is not
investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. The views, opinions and advice provided in this presentation reflect
those of the individual presenters, and are provided for information purposes only. The presentation has been prepared without taking into account the investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of any particular person. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the
information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Commerce nor its directors, officers, employees or agents, nor
any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of the information contained in this
presentation.

Except for statements of historical fact, this presentation contains certain “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information is
frequently characterized by words such as “plan”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “estimate” and other similar words, or statements that certain events or
conditions “may” or “will” occur. Forward-looking statements are based on the opinions and estimates of management at the date the statements are made, and are subject to a variety
of risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements, including, among
others, the accuracy of mineral grades and related assumptions, planned expenditures, proposed exploration and development at the Ashram Rare Earth Project and the Blue River
Tantalum/Niobium Project, anticipated rare earth element prices and the relationship between rare earth elements and Chinese and global demand, the anticipated timing and
conclusions of drilling results, as well as those risk factors identified in Commerce’s Management Discussion & Analysis for the period ended July 31, 2016 and other disclosure documents
available at www.sedar.com under Commerce’s name. Commerce undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking information if circumstances or management’s estimates or
opinions should change except as required by law. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.

This presentation includes industry, market and competitive position data from industry journals and publications, data on websites maintained by private and public entities, including
independent industry associations, general publications and other publicly available information. Commerce believes that all of these sources are reliable, but we have not independently
verified any of this information and cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Industry publications and surveys generally state that they have obtained information from sources
believed to be reliable, but do not guarantee the accuracy and completeness of such information. Further, because certain of these organizations are industry organizations, they may
present information in a manner that is more favourable to the industry than would be presented by an independent source. In addition, forecasts are often inaccurate, especially over
long periods of time. References in this presentation to research reports or articles should not be construed as depicting the complete findings of the entire referenced report or article.
The information in each report or article is not incorporated by reference into this presentation.

Cautionary Notes regarding Technical Information: This presentation includes disclosure of scientific and technical information, as well as information in relation to the calculation of
resources, with respect to the Ashram Rare Earth Project and the Blue River Tantalum/Niobium Project. Commerce’s disclosure of mineral resource information is governed by National
Instrument 43-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”) under the guidelines set out in the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (the “CIM”)
Standards on Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves, adopted by the CIM Council, as may be amended from time to time by the CIM (“CIM Standards”). There can be no assurance that
mineral resources will ultimately be converted into mineral reserves. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability.

Further information about the Blue River Tantalum/Niobium Project, including information relating to quality assurance and quality control procedures, is available in accordance with NI 43-
101 within the Technical Report entitled “NI 43-101 Blue River Tantalum-Niobium Project, British Columbia, Canada” with an effective date of March 18, 2015, a copy of which is filed under
Commerce’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Further information about the Ashram Rare Earth Project, including information relating to quality assurance and quality control
procedures, is available in accordance with NI 43-101 within the Technical Report entitled “NI 43-101 Technical Report – Preliminary Economic Assessment – Ashram Rare Earth Deposit”
with an effective date of July 5, 2012 (revised date of January 7, 2015), a copy of which is filed under Commerce’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.

The technical information in this presentation has been prepared in accordance with the Canadian regulatory requirements set out in NI 43-101 and reviewed on behalf of the Company
by Mr. Darren L. Smith, M.Sc., P.Geo., of Dahrouge Geological Consulting Ltd., a Qualified Person and registered permit holder with the Ordre des Géologues du Québec.

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sedar.com/


Financial Summary

Listings: TSX-V (Canada): CCE

FSE (Germany): D7H0

OTC QX (USA): CMRZF

Corporate Information Share Performance

$ CAD
Share Price (August 8th, 2022) $0. 20

Shares Issued & Outstanding 91.6M

Market Cap $19.6M

Major Shareholders

Zimtu Capital 6.8M

Investissement Quebec 2M

EDE Asset Management Inc. 3.9M
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Experienced Team

Axel Hoppe
PhD. Chem.  

Chairman

Internationally 

acknowledged leader in 

the global tantalum 

market

Formerly Head of 

Technical Services and 

Engineering Group for

H.C. Starck; the world’s 

largest consumer of 

tantalum

President of the 

Tantalum and Niobium 

International Study 

Center for the years 

2002 and 2007

David Hodge
Chief Executive 

Officer

Veteran resource 

executive with over 20 

years experience

President of Zimtu Capital 

Corp., founder of 

Commerce Resources in 

IPO in 2001.

Darren Smith
M.Sc., P.Geo.

Ashram Project 

Manager

Project Manager for the 

Ashram Rare Earth & 

Fluorspar Project

Instrumental in the 

discovery of the Ashram 

Rare Earth Deposit and 

its advancement

Over fifteen years of 

experience in the mineral 

exploration industry

Mireille Smith
M.Env, Ashram  

Social & 

Environmental 

Sustainability 

Manager

Instrumental in 

Commerce Resources 

being awarded the 2015 

e3 Plus Award from the 

AEMQ for high level of 

environmental and social 

responsibility, & 

adherence to industry 

best practices relating to 

the company’s Eldor 

Property exploration and 

Ashram Project 

development

Chris Grove
President

Corporate 

Communications for 

Commerce Resources  

since 2004

Has established 

significant financial 

contacts in North 

America, Europe, and 

Asia

Has been instrumental 

in raising over $70 

million dollars for 

Commerce Resources  

over the past 10 years
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Carbonatites and China – 2005 to Now

2005 – China imposes an export duty on REE’s creating a two-tiered pricing system 
to draw businesses to China, creating the opportunity for an alternate source 
outside of China

2005 – received call from US based magnet manufacturer who suggested we re-
assay all of our drill core from our Blue River project as it is carbonatite hosted 

2005 – confirmed that >80% of all world production of REE’s from carbonatites 

2005 – reviewed all drill core, initiated exploration programs in Blue River and 
other sites focusing on carbonatites 

2005 to 2007 - ~500 projects brought to market with only ~1% being carbonatite 
hosted 

2009 – located and sampled the outcrop of the Ashram REE/ Fluorspar Deposit 

* Many geologists never study carbonatites. 
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“Athousand years hence, the  

telephone and the motion 

picture camera may be 

obsolete, but the principle of 

the rotating magnetic field 

will remain a vital, living thing 

for all time to come.”

Nikola Tesla

(Circa,1900)
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Canada Federal Budget 2022 – Critical Mineral Highlights

• $40 million for permitting critical minerals projects

• $1.5 billion for new infrastructure investments 

• $1.5 billion to invest in new critical minerals projects

• $144 million to critical minerals research 

• $10 million renewal to the Centre of Excellence on Critical Minerals 



Canada Federal Budget 2022 – Critical Mineral Highlights
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May 11, 2022 - Meeting with Minister Wilkinson in 
Montreal 

June 1, 2022 - Meeting with Ministry of Natural Resources 
- Introduction to Transport Canada

June 17, 2022 – Meeting with Transport Canada –
responsibility of deploying $1.5 B CAD for infrastructure for 
critical minerals projects

July 17, 2022 – Meeting with Societe du Plan Nord –
request for new companies interested in construction of 
road – Midland Exploration, Soquem & BHP Billiton, 
received technical report on logistics for road 

The Honourable Jonathan Wilkinson, MP
Minister of Natural Resources



Global EV Sales – 2010 to 2021
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IEA - https://www.iea.org/

• Automakers sold 6.6 
million plug-in vehicles 
in 2021, more than 
double the 3 million 
sold in 2020, and more 
than triple the 2.2 
million sold in 2019, 
according to the IEA

• The broader definition 
of EVs as battery 
electric plus plug-in 
hybrids also claimed 
about 9% of the global 
new-car market, up 
from 4.1% in 2020 and 
2.5% in 2019

https://www.iea.org/


Rare Earth Domestic Price Index
August 4th, 2022

BAIINFO Research Center- http://www.baiinfo.com.cn/en
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• Annual demand > doubled 
in the last decade

• Only one new REE producer 
(Lynas) in 20 years

• Mountain Pass back in 
operation (MP Materials)

• Demand expected to
continue to increase

Global REE Market – 2022

http://www.baiinfo.com.cn/en


All Roads Lead to…
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The Ashram 

REE/Fluorspar  

Deposit
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The largest Monazite dominant defined resource 
in North America



Milestone – Marketable Mixed REC Produced

• March 2022 – 1.22 g of marketable mixed REC 
produced

21.6% NdPr
57.5% REO
2.9 ppm Th, 0.2 ppm U

• April 2022 – 551 g of marketable mixed REC produced.
22.4% NdPr
REE2(CO3)3(H2O)8
50.9% REO
<0.5 ppm Th, <0.1 ppm U

• July 15, 2022 – Ships First Mixed REC Sample – 24.2% 
NdPr – to Major Rare Earth Producer

• July 22, 2022 – Delivers 2 kg’s Ashram Whole Rock 
Material Per Industry Request to US based processor

1. Attributes noted are with respect to characterization of 18.5 g subsample 

Marketable Mixed Rare Earth 
Carbonate Produced

4 cm

22.4% NdPr
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Ashram REE & Fluorspar Deposit

Attractive Jurisdiction
• Northern Quebec (Nunavik territory), Canada

– ~130 km south of Kuujjuaq, the 
administrative centre of Nunavik

• Territory is under treaty (JBNQA & NEQA)

– Modern agreement with clear mechanisms 
in place for indigenous dialogue, 
consultation, and resource management

100% Ownership of Project

Advancing Infrastructure

AshramRare Earth Deposit

• Quebec government’s Société du Plan Nord 
mandated to promote investment in northern 
development

– Energy & Mineral resource development

– Transportation infrastructure & access

Investment of Resources Québec
• Direct equity investment of $1 M CAD on 

February 17, 2017
The government of Quebec, through Investissement Québec and the Société du
Plan Nord, arranged financing and construction of the 245 kilometre long road for
the Renard Diamond Project owned by Stornoway Diamond Corporation

14

Stornoway  
Haul Road



Mineralogy and Geology Fundamentals

1. Over 150 rare earth minerals exist, but only 4 have been commercialized

• Monazite, bastnaesite, and xenotime account for >80% of global REO
production, current and historical. Loparite accounts for <10% of global REO 
production

2. Only monazite, bastnaesite, and xenotime mineralogies are amenable to 
producing high-grade mineral concentrates of >40% REO (up to ~75% REO)

3. The host rock type for >80% of global REO production is carbonatite

High-grade (46% TREO)

rare earth mineral 
concentrate produced  
from Ashram Deposit

Xenotime

15

Monazite

Dolomite

BSE Image of Ashram 
Mineralization



Global REO Producers and the Ashram Deposit

Deposit / Mine
State of  
Activity Region

Deposit  
Type

Primary 
Rare Earth  
Mineralogy

Deposit
Grade5

(REO)

Mineral Concentrate 
Grade5& Recovery5 Comments

Bayan Obo1 Production Carbonatite4
Monazite, 

Bastnaesite
1-6%

Two concentrates
55-65% REO & 36% REO

@ 60% combined  
recovery

Dominates global  
production, primary iron  

mine with REO by-
product

MountWeld2
Production

Carbonatite
(laterite)

Monazite
(secondary)

7-11% 40% REO @ 70% recovery
Significant technical  

challenges

MountainPass
Production Carbonatite Bastnaesite 6-9%

60 to 65% at high
recovery

Once primary REO
producer globally

Sichuan3 Production Carbonatite Bastnaesite 2-3%
60-70% REO @ >80%

recovery
Second largest producing  

region globally

Weishan Production Carbonatite Bastnaesite 1-3%
Two concentrates 

60% REO & 35% REO @
80% combined recovery

Head grade is falling, 
lower quality material,  
inconsistent producer

Ashram Development Carbonatite
Monazite,

Bastnaesite
2% 40-50% @ >75% recovery

Unique enrichment in Pr,
Nd, Dy, Tb

Karnasurt, 
(Lovozero)

Production  
(minor)

Granitoid Loparite 0.9% 30% REO @ 70% recovery
Unique to Russia, REE by-

product of Nb-Ta-Ti

Placer
Production  

(minor)
Placer

(heavy sands)

Monazite,  
Xenotime

<0.2%
50-60% REO @ >80%

recovery
Source of HREO, REO co-

product with Ti-Zr…

Clay Production Clay
n/a

(ion-absorbed)

0.05-
0.2%

n/a Primary source of HREO

1. Includes Baotou Region
2. Central Lanthanide Deposit
3. Includes Maoniuping and surrounding region
4. Remains a matter of debate
5. Approximate

Data Sources: Zhang & Edwards 2012, Jordan et al 2013, Gupta & 
Krishnamurthy 2005, 2015, corporate disclosure, & industry personal 
communications
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Bayan Obo Deposit Ashram Deposit

• One of the world’s largest rare earth &
fluorspar deposits

• World’s largest rare earth deposit, & 
largest fluorspar deposit

• The dominant global rare earth producer

• Carbonatite host rock type

• Monazite-bastnaesite mineralogy

• Produces high-grade mineral concentrate

• Security of supply issue to global market

• ~21-22% NdPr distribution

• Project in development

• Carbonatite host rock type

• Monazite-bastnaesite-xenotime mineralogy

• Produces high-grade mineral concentrate

• Secure & stable supply option to global market

• ~23-24% NdPr distribution (MHREO Zone)

Bayan Obo Deposit vs. Ashram Deposit

Bayan Obo main pit (source: Smith et. al 2012)

Ashram surface exposure
Ashram mineralization
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Ashram Deposit – Mineral Resource

2012 Mineral Resource1 Estimate
Measured: 1.6 Mt at 1.77% TREO and 3.8% F (7.7% CaF2)
Indicated: 28 Mt at 1.90% TREO and 2.9% F (5.9% CaF2)
Inferred: 220 Mt at 1.88% TREO and 2.2% F (4.5% CaF2)
(resource only includes drilling through 2011 only)

1. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves as they do not 
have demonstrated economic viability. CaF2 approximated 
from F (2.055 conversion factor) based on mineralogy.

• Additional 12,436 m (99 DDH) completed since 
2011 to support pending update to mineral 
resource estimate   
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High Magnet Feed REO Content
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Deposit1. (Pr2O3+Nd2O3+Tb2O3+Dy2O3)/ TREO expressed as a %
2. Central Lanthanide Deposit

Ashram has an enrichment in the Magnet Feed REOs that is superior to 
leading global producers, well positioning it for the market long-term

5.0% Pr oxide
18.6%Nd oxide
0.2%Tb oxide
0.9% Dy oxide

Data Source: corporate disclosure, academic publications, & consultants

2
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Ashram PEA – Robust, Completed in 2012

PEA1 Highlights
• PEA 1 indicates potential to be one of the largest REE producers globally

• PEA 1 based on 4,000 t/d operation and initial 25-year mine-life

• PEA 1 considers only 15% of current defined resource (in DCF model)

• Annual production of ~16,850 tonnes of rare earth oxides

• Pre-tax2 NPV of $2.3 billion at a 10% discount rate

• Pre-tax2 IRR of 44%

• Projected capital cost of $763 million CAD (Including sustaining capital)

• Payback period of 2.25 years

• Projected as having one of the lowest operating costs at $7.91 CAD/ kg of REO

• By-products not included in PEA 1

PEA1 Summary Information –
Base Case

Pre-tax2 NPV  
(10% discount)

$2.3 billion

Pre-tax2 IRR 44%

Payback Period 2.25 years

Mine Type Open-pit

Strip ratio  
(waste:resource)

0.19:1

Mining Rate 4,000 tpd

Initial Mine Life 25 years

Capital Cost $763 million CAD

Operating Cost
$7.91/kg REO
produced (in CAD)

Annual production 16,850 tonnes REO

Product
Mixed rare earth  
carbonate (REC)

1.Results of the PEA represent forward-looking information. This economic assessment is by definition preliminary in nature and it includes inferred mineral resources that are 
considered too speculative to have the economic considerations applied to them that would enable them to be categorized as mineral reserves. There is no certainty that the 
preliminary economic assessment will be realized. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves as they do not have demonstrated economic viability.
2. The current Ashram Technical Report dated January 7, 2015 explains why no after-tax case is presented, and that a combined tax rate of around 32.5% may apply to production.
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PEA (2012)

• Project supported by 45 drill holes totalling
15,692 m

• Hydromet flowsheet based on 10% REO 
mineral concentrate

• Bench flowsheet test work only

• No fluorspar by-product considered

• Haul-road route construction costs 
estimated at ~1.1M per Km (CAD)

• No formal indigenous agreements

PFS (Ongoing)

• Project supported by minimum 143 drill holes 
totaling 28,131 m

• Hydromet flowsheet to be based on >40%
mineral concentrate

• Significant flowsheet de-risking through
multiple continuous pilot plant operations

• Marketable mixed rare earth carbonate 
concentrate produced (21.6% NdPr)

• Fluorspar by-product to be incorporated

• Haul-road route construction costs estimated 
at ~$0.74 to $0.89 M per Km (CAD)

• Letter-of-Intent (LOI) in place with Makivik 
Corporation & Nayumivik Landholding Corp.

• Numerous R&D program collaborations with 
federal and Quebec institutions

Advancements Since the PEA

1. The Pre-feasibility Study (PFS) is ongoing, with the results of the work described herein to be incorporated,
along with other necessary technical data including geological and engineering studies, into the PFS with costs
and benefits to be described in more detail therein.
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Ashram PEA(1)  

Price Deck

2022 Price(2) 

Deck

REO Price Deck Comparison 2012 vs. 2022

Producer Producer Producer Producer Producer Producer Development Producer

Longnan Weishan

Mountain  
Pass

Sichuan 
(Region)

Baotou 
(Bayan Obo)

Mount  
Weld 
(CLD)

Ashram 
(MHREO) Xinwu

La2O3 1.8 34.2 33.2 29.2 25.0 23.9 21.7 31.3

CeO2 0.2 49.8 49.1 50.3 50.1 47.5 43.5 3.4

Pr6O11 0.9 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.1 5.2 5.0 8.7

Nd2O3 3.8 10.8 12.0 13.0 16.6 18.1 18.6 28.1

Sm2O3 2.8 0.7 0.8 1.5 1.2 2.4 2.9 5.3

Eu2O3 0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.6

Gd2O3 5.7 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.9 4.5

Tb4O7 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5
Dy2O3 8.4 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.9 1.2

Ho2O3 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

Er2O3 5.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3

Tm2O3 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Yb2O3 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5

Lu2O3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 <0.1

Y2O3 62.3 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.8 3.9 15.4

Total REO 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Mag Feed 14.3 14.8 16.4 17.8 21.9 23.6 24.7 38.5

“Magnet
Feed REEs”

USD/kg REO USD/kg REO

$ 59.00 $ 119.00

$ 60.00 $ 119.00

$ 764.00 $ 2,050.00

$ 624.00 $ 343.00

• Approximately 91% of the REO Value in Ashram is from the 
magnet feed REEs (Pr, Nd, Tb and Dy)

• Roughly 2/3rd of this value is from neodymium (Nd)

Clay Carbonatite Clay

All numbers expressed as percent

(1) PEA 2012, basedon a CAD:USD exchangeof 0.78 as expressed in CAD.
(2) Prices from BAIINFO, August  4th, 2022
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REE Samples Requested*

USA

Energy Fuels, Urban Mining, 

Albemarle, Blue Line, Advanced 

Magnetic Labs., Rare Earth Salts

International

Solvay/Rhodia (Belgium/France)

Treibacher Industrie AG (Austria)

BASF SE (Germany)

Thyssen-Krupp (Germany)

Siemens (Germany)

Auer-Remy GmbH (Germany)  
DKK (Japan)

Reetec (Norway)

Less Common Metals (UK)

Innovation Metals Corp. (Canada)

Saskatchewan Research Council (Canada)
1. Not including Majors under NDA
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Recipient of the 2015 e3 Plus award from the AEMQ for high level of
environmental and social responsibility, and adherence to industry best
practices.

From left to right: Frank Mariage, President of Association de l'exploration Minière du Québec 
(AEMQ)/ Mireille Smith, Ashram Social and Environmental Sustainability Manager/ Darren Smith, 
Ashram Project Manager

Corporate Responsibility - ESG
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LOI Signed with Makivik and Nayumivik LHC

• Nayumivik – serves Kuujjuaq community interests, members are beneficiaries

• Makivik – corporation mandated to protect the rights and interests of Quebec’s
Inuit peoples, including financial compensation as provided for under the JBNQA

• Letter of Intent (LOI) signed by Commerce Resources, Makivik Corporation and
Nayumivik Landholding Corp. on May 15th, 2019

• Three-party committee formed to facilitate engagement and exchange of information. 
Last meeting May 10th, 2022
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The Road Ahead – LOI, Société du Plan Nord
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• 8 companies signed, including Saville, Golden Valley, 
Next Source Materials, St. Georges Eco Mining and 
Northern Shield. Submitted to SPN in Q1 2018.

Stornoway Diamonds –
Renard Project road, financed by
Quebec Government under Plan
Nord 2011, completed 2014



The Road Ahead – 2021
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March 2021, Midland and 
SOQUEM sign important 
Strategic Alliance in the 
Labrador Trough

April 2021, Midland 
begins major exploration 
program for nickel in 
Nunavik under its 
Strategic Alliance with 
BHP Billiton

May 2021, Midland 
begins major exploration 
program in Nunavik under 
its Strategic Alliance with 
SOQUEM

Ashram



Prefeasibility Study Advancing

Prefeasibility Study is being advanced by a consortium of expert consultant groups

• BBA Inc. – lead firm and integrator, financial analysis, resource and reserve statement

• Dahrouge Geological Consulting – Geology & exploration

• CIMA+ – northern marine infrastructure

• Hazen Research – metallurgical test programs

• DRA Americas – Mineral processing

• L3 Process Developments – Hydromet processing

• Commerce is using L3 Process Development’s proprietary modeling approach to optimizing the SX circuit
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Academic & Institutional Collaborations

• Commerce is well positioned due to its high-quality & simple, monazite 
dominated deposit with numerous sample requests from various academic, 
industry, and research oriented institutions.

– McGill University – Ashram Deposit genesis

– Université du Québec (INRS) – tailings characterization

– Université Laval – REE beneficiation & hydrometallurgy

– University of Windsor – Eldor Carbonatite genesis

– CanmetMINING (NRCan) – REE mineral beneficiation

– Université du Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue (UQAT), &

Centre Technologique Des Résidus Industriels (CTRI) – REE mineral beneficiation

Ashram surface outcrop
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Ashram REE/ Fluorspar Deposit

Drill tent at dawn Ashram, August 2021 

• Most attractive type of commercially viable REE deposit –
monazite dominant carbonatite

• High grade mineral concentrates produced (>45% REO)

• Commercially marketable mixed rare earth carbonate 
produced with 21.6% Nd/Pr oxide

• Great jurisdiction – Nunavik, Quebec

• Huge resource

• Positive PEA without by-products

• PFS underway
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Thank You


